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Even though Airbnb enables everyone to list a home on her online marketplace, the short stay tenancy resulting from her successful intermediation can be unlawful under private law. The Airbnb host who is the owner of an apartment might enter into a conflict with other apartment owners in the same building, if use of the apartments as a short stay location is prohibited. The tenant of a home acting as an Airbnb host could be in breach of contract with his own landlord, when offering it on the for-profit accommodation market is contractually forbidden. The growing number of conflicts with a legal basis in private law, has led to a quite nuanced portrait of circumstances in which hosts, engaged in unlawful tenancy, are either excused, forced to stop their activities or forced to leave their home after an eviction procedure. This country report describes three civil law relations in Dutch law – apartment rights, social tenancy and private tenancy contracts – that restrict the use of Airbnb and alike platforms within the accommodation sector. These restrictions exist along (local) public law restrictions that Airbnb has led to in cities with a tense housing market such as Amsterdam. Interestingly, the recent civil law judgements do not leave these general tensions unmentioned.

I. Apartments rights

A building can be divided by its owner into ‘apartment rights’ (art. 5:106 Dutch Civil Code). The notarial deed of division (splitsingsakte) by which the apartment rights are established, comprises a division arrangement (splitsingsreglement) and is published in the public registers for consultation, by which it enhances legal certainty for owners vis-à-vis each other and third parties such as future buyers. The deed defines the purpose of use of each apartment. To support liveability and quality of life, owners of an apartment right can be obliged to use their apartment as a home. They can at the same time be denied the use of the apartment as a pension or office. To maintain a shopping mall with a certain standard, for example, owners might be obliged to keep a shop offering services at least five days a week. In short: a certain use can be obligatory or explicitly forbidden.

Compliance with these obligations and prohibitions by each individual owner is an entitlement of the other owners, represented by the Assembly of Owners. The Assembly can initiate a lawsuit for compliance or request the injunction of unlawful use. This is justified by the proprietary principle of ‘publicity’: the fact that the purpose of use is registered, published (article 5:111 Dutch CC) and known to each apartment right owner beforehand, goes hand in hand with the erga omnes effect.¹

The Assembly of Owners can initiate court proceedings against one of the individual apartment owners to address the use of an apartment as a ‘short stay location’, as a result of booking via Airbnb or an alike platform. The point of law is the definition and interpretation of the term ‘residential purpose’ (woonbestemming) as laid down in the deed of division. In most division arrangements that are part of the deed, it is stipulated that each owner has the obligation to comply with the defined purpose. This obligation can be complemented by a ‘pension prohibition’ or ‘short stay prohibition’. Court proceedings are thus based on either 1) the definition and interpretation of ‘residential purpose’ or 2) on the obligation to comply with the stipulated purpose,
or 3) on an injunction to abstain from prohibited use. If clarity about prohibitions is lacking – in for example summarily composed division deeds – conflicts can be resolved by an equitable claim (redelijkheid en billijkheid), weighing all interests at stake in the particular building.3

1. The purpose of use

The meaning of ‘residential purpose’ given to apartments used as a home, requires legal interpretation.4 Residential use is to be perceived as ‘permanent residence’.5 Permanent residence contradicts ‘commercial exploitation’. The Amsterdam Court of Appeal explained that commercial exploitation is exploitation for short term use, by unknown third parties (tourists), against remuneration. In the cited case, the owner earned an average of € 1.200 to € 1.445 per week with short term rentals, which constituted a use in breach of the registered purpose of use.6 This definition of ‘commercial exploitation’, was gradually developed in case law from 2012 onwards, in which the owner used her apartment as a ‘pied-à-terre’ and let friends and family use the apartment, not for profit. The court decided this type of use did not constitute a breach of the residential purpose. The ratio decidendi was that the owner did not ask remuneration.8

Where the ‘sharing economy’ was long perceived as a bundling of ‘unofficial’ activities ‘outside the market’ or ‘outside the system’, one judgement shows that the qualification of the (contested) type of use, is of a factual nature rather than one of legal definition. The question whether a person exploits an apartment as a short stay accommodation is not answered by an official business registration of a ‘pension’ or alike.

In 2016, the Court of First instance in Amsterdam clarified that the prohibition to exploit a pension, is to be interpreted as prohibiting not only professional, permanent exploitation, but as prohibiting such activities. If an owner receives guests via Airbnb, at that moment, the apartment is factually exploited as a pension. A defendant claiming he is not commercially exploiting his apartment, in support of which he shows there is no official registration, will not be excused.10

The most recent case shows that factual commercial exploitation contrary to the deed of division cannot be neutralised by maintaining the residential purpose at the same time. In this situation, the owner used one guestroom for Airbnb and was present himself when receiving guests. Nonetheless, whilst maintaining the residential purpose, the owner also exploited the apartment commercially. This was forbidden, the reason being that other owners in the building did not expect, nor had to expect the commercial use of neighbouring apartments.11 They are entitled to the compliance with the residential use only.

2. Equity

Besides the ‘Airbnb cases’ being solved through the interpretation of the purpose of use and the obligation to comply with that, one also finds that the Assembly of Owners applies for an injunction against continuous commercial use in equity (redelijkheid en billijkheid).12 Interestingly, these cases point out the internal justification for a short stay prohibition, based on the social consequences of short stay use. It is – in the end – the structure of apartment building that is
decisive: each apartment building legally consists of individual apartment rights giving access to a private are and one or more communal areas, ranging from a central hallway to a shared garage or maker space. In some buildings, the communal areas are accessible with one key. If this key is passed on to unknown third parties, it will make other private areas – shops or homes – easily accessible.

Injunctions are admitted when other private areas become vulnerable for vandalism or when the safety of inhabitants is at stake. This is not any different if the owner of the apartment uses one guestroom for Airbnb and stays present himself: ‘other inhabitants are confronted with unknown people which could cause them to feel unsafe’. In addition, most neighbours experience some degree of nuisance caused by tourists. Each arrival or departure is accompanied by noise of quests and suitcases.

Lastly, an unprecedented ratio decidendi found in a court order of August 8th 2018, to forbid short stay in equity, is ‘liveability’. The judges gave the following reasoning to admit the injunction: ‘Those who do not live in an area generally feel less obliged to comply with social norms than one feels vis-à-vis neighbours’. With this, the judge acknowledges the voice of the Amsterdam city centre inhabitants, that do not feel ‘at home’ anymore in their city, which has allegedly been ‘taken over’ by tourists or apartment owners with commercial intentions. This sentiment predominated last years’ newspaper reports about Airbnb and the cities’ Airbnb policy.

II. Tenancy contracts

More and more tenants of privately owned houses and subsidised housing are being sued by their landlords – private owners or housing corporations – when they engage in unlawful short term subtenancy as mesne tenants. A landlord has many remedies to address the problem: remittance of the enjoyed profit (art. 6:104 Dutch CC) or collect a contractual fine. The severest remedies are termination of the (main) tenancy contract and forced eviction of the tenant. Two preliminary questions need to be answered for each of the remedies to be admitted. When is subtenancy unlawful? Which circumstances justify termination of the tenancy contract and eviction of the mesne tenant?

1. Unlawful subtenancy

The landlord and tenant are in a tenancy contract governed by the general rules on tenancy (article 7:201 a.f. Dutch CC) and the specific rules for dwellings (article 7:232 Dutch CC a.f.). Our civil code’s tenancy law knows many mandatory rules, yet leaves room for contractual deviation in some matters. Article 7:221 Dutch CC on general subletting writes that a tenant is allowed to sublet a leased property wholly or partially to another, unless she/he had to assume that the landlord has reasonable objections. Article 7:244 Dutch CC, specific for housing, writes: ‘Notwithstanding article 7:221, the tenant is not allowed to sublet the home fully or partially to another person. The tenant of an independent home, that has her/his principal residence in that home, is, however, authorized to sublet a part’. Subtenancy of the entire home is only allowed with permission of the landlord. Subletting a room as part of a home is allowed.
However, these CC articles are not mandatory and a landlord may stipulate in the tenancy contract that all kinds of subtenancy are forbidden.

2. Justification of termination and eviction?

In the majority of tenancy contracts, subtenancy is forbidden. In such case, both subtenancy of the home and a part/a room constitute a breach of contract, giving access to termination an eviction. However, case law shows that this is not current practice. The breach of contract should justify the termination and to assess whether the breach is 'severe enough', the distinctions in articles 7:221 and 7:244 Dutch CC are used, along other circumstances, that are the subject of this paragraph.

a) Profits and warning

In a case in which the lessor of a house was explicitly obliged to use the house himself and forbidden to sublet it or offer 'pension services', the Court awarded the landlords claim to termination of the contract and eviction of the mesne tenant. What justified this was that it concerned short stay subtenancy to tourist against an average of € 135 per night, whereas the tenant himself paid ten times that amount for the entire month to the landlord.

b) Warning and awareness

In a comparable case, it was not only the profit that justified the eviction, but also the fact that the landlord found out about the short term sublet, warned the mesne tenant and then noticed the tenant used Airbnb again. The landlord was granted the immediate eviction: having been warned, yet structurally continuing the unlawful subtenancy justified that.

Whereas more and more becomes known about Airbnb and the legal qualification, this was not the case a few years ago. In one judgement, the profit and the awareness of the legal consequences of Airbnb were the rationes decidendi.

This unawareness was a reason to excuse tenants in previous cases. In an older tenancy contracts, a landlord had stipulated that subtenancy was forbidden. However, the tenant used Airbnb successfully a few times, for which the landlord requested termination of the contract and eviction. The breach of contract did not justify termination nor eviction for several reasons. First, in the eight years of tenancy prior to the breach, never any problem occurred. Secondly, the interpretation of the subtenancy prohibition differed between the two contracting parties: the landlord meant 'every case of subtenancy', whereas the tenant thought subtenancy for a few days was accepted, but subletting the home permanently was forbidden. The judge took into account that at that time of the breach, beginning of 2014, not much was known about the legal qualification of the contract between the mesne tenant and the subtenant. Whilst excusing the tenant for the mistake in law, the judge emphasised that this will change in the future, as more becomes known about the legal implications of Airbnb and alike platforms, and the rights and obligations of 'sharing contracts', through the media.

c). The landlord’s interest
A mother of two sublet a room in her apartment for € 600 per week.\(^{32}\) After having had four subtenants, the landlord invited her to his office and terminated the tenancy contract using a ‘termination document’, which she had to sign. She felt under pressure to do so and asked the landlord to rethink the situation a week later, effortlessly. In court, the judge reasoned in her favour: Amsterdam’s communal short stay policy suggests subtenancy of a room is a way to help out tenants in financial distress. On the grounds, the judge puts the severity of the breach in perspective analogously to article 7:244 Dutch CC: she sublet a room without having left the home herself. As a mesne tenant, responsible for safeguarding the landlords’ interests in the proper use of the home, she was there during the subtenancy to fulfil that duty of care. The landlords claim was denied.\(^{33}\)

3. Social tenancy

The fewer cases of subsidised housing show the same rationes decidendi, even though the public disapproval – less of an issue in the private sector – is big in cities as Amsterdam, where subsidised housing is scarce.

In a case pending in 2016, the social housing corporation filed for eviction of a tenant for 42 breaches of the subtenancy prohibition. The judge denied because the tenant, first of all, only subletted a room. Secondly, she was a good tenant for 21 years prior to that. Thirdly, at that time, it was impossible to ‘anticipate on the use of Airbnb, because that did not exist at the time of the conclusion of the tenancy contract’. Lastly, the public law justification for eviction, found in depriving the housing market from scarce social housing, was denied too: tenants on a waiting list for social housing were not disadvantaged, because the tenant never left her home.\(^{34}\)

III. Conclusion

The growing number of conflicts in apartment buildings has led to a revised article 27 of the ‘model division arrangement’ in 2017, which is an adaptable basis for notaries establishing apartment rights. This will hopefully lead to more clarity in the future.

In both the private and social housing sector, the distinction in articles 7:221 and 244 Dutch CC is used to nuance the severity of the breach that should justify termination and eviction. More recent cases show that ‘unaware’ tenants will not be excused in the future, since the public debate on liveability has become widespread in the media and entered the Dutch courts.

---
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